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Weather 

I thought I would breakdown the QPF maps into Days 1-3, 

Days 4-5, and Days 6-7 to the right.  This clearly illustrates 

that the big precipitation pointed at the middle of the 

country should mostly fall over the next ~72 hours.  Rains 

will spread through the Western Corn Belt over the next 

24 hours before reaching the ECB, Delta, and Northern 

Plains tomorrow.  Not pictured here, but there will be 

some big snowfall in spots as well.  Portions of 

northeastern CO and nearby areas in NE should see big 

snowfall amounts and blizzard conditions are likely.   

 

The second two maps at the right indicate that the 

country should clear out pretty quickly following the next 

few days.  This drier tendency continues through the 6-10 

day period with mostly dry conditions for a very large 

majority of the middle of the country.  Dry weather would 

likely start the 11-15 day period as well, but we still get 

indications that precipitation would start to develop late 

in the 11-15 day period in western areas and might 

potentially spread eastward. 

 

The outlook on temps has certainly warmed up a lot vs. 

what we were looking at this time last week.  We’ve still 

got some BN temps around in western areas through the 

6-10 day period, but by the 11-15 day period we see a lot 

of near normal to slightly above normal temps in some 

spots of the country.   

 

Nothing new to report on South American weather.  

Brazil should see a lot of near normal precipitation over 

the next two weeks.  Argentina will also see near normal 

precipitation on average and Argentina continues to see 

largely BN temps. 

 

Crops 

Just a quick review of some of the state level Crop 

Progress reports issued yesterday afternoon.  The KS winter wheat crop saw a modest improvement in 

conditions last week.  The G/E rating was +2 points to 51% vs. the prior week.  A chart showing the recent 

history of the condition index follows below.  You can see that, for now, the KS wheat crop appears to be rated 

very highly.  In TX, we saw a deterioration in the winter wheat crop, with the G/E rating dropping 8 points to 

28% G/E.  OK saw an improvement in the winter wheat crop rating with +8 points to 56% G/E.  The OK report is 

the only to show some progress on winter wheat, indicating the crop is 5% jointing vs. 10% on average and 12% 

at this time last year.   
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Perhaps worth pointing out that the TX report is showing corn planting at 11% complete vs 16% on average and 

24% at this time last year.  No other southern states are yet reporting a corn planting number, but that is not 

unusual- only MS reported planting progress on this date last year (1% complete). 

 

Livestock 

Nothing major stands out in the MPR data released yesterday.  Cash cattle volume was down from the prior 

week and nothing special overall.  Packers clearly pulled heavily on formula contracts with negotiated trade only 

making up 19% of total MPR volume last week.  Still, I’m sure we’ll hear some argue that the packer is a bit short 

bought and with current margins being pretty solid we could have some upside to cash this week.  My personal 

bias is that packer seems content to slow-play cash for now and while higher trade this week wouldn’t come as a 

surprise I also wouldn’t be surprised to see near steady or maybe even a smidge lower.  That said, I’ll admit I 

don’t have much of a feel for what this week’s winter weather and rain might do for cash markets so if you have 

any thoughts please feel free to pass them along. 

 

The comprehensive beef cutout report was interesting in my opinion.  We saw beef sale volumes drop pretty 

sharply from the past few weeks.  Admittedly, the past two weeks showed exceptional numbers, so something 

of a decline should not be a big shocker.  Still, the pace of decline is a bit surprising to me.  As the chart on the 

following page shows, the total load count for last week was the lowest we’ve seen in the past several years.  

Again, this follows reports with some of the highest numbers we’ve seen in the past few years, but I guess my 

point here is that if we wanted to get excited about those numbers we should maybe be scaling back our 

enthusiasm as this past week’s numbers averages us out closer to normal. 
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Financials 

No major new information to pass along this morning, and markets are correspondingly quiet.  The Dow remains 

under pressure relative to the other equity indices as BA makes up 10% of the index and is its largest member.  

The BA situation has not gotten any better in the past 24 hours.  The US FAA has tried to signal confidence but at 

least four other countries (China, Ethiopia, Singapore, and Australia) have grounded the planes.   

 

Brexit is once again a key headline this morning.  We have a major Parliamentary vote on PM May’s Brexit deal, 

and the pound was initially higher in overnight action as reports circulated that she had secured some additional 

concessions from the EU ahead of the vote.  However, as I type the BP is selling off sharply and this appears to 

be in response to some negative commentary from the UK’s attorney general.  He apparently is noting that the 

“new” deal does not change the legal prospects of the UK potentially being “stuck” in the customs union 

indefinitely.  That raises the already high concerns that May’s deal might not get the votes in Parliament today 

which would once again raise the potential for a hard Brexit.  Remember, the official Brexit date is set for March 

29, so if Parliament doesn’t pass this deal we might be looking at no deal or more likely a pushback on the 

deadline. 

 

On tap this morning in the US is CPI data.  Otherwise, a mostly quiet day (hopefully?) for the US.  Keep an eye on 

Brexit headlines this afternoon as Parliament votes.  

 

Energy 

Nothing major to report this morning on the oil markets.  WTI is trading slightly higher at the time of writing as 

the market still seems concerned about ongoing Venezuelan reductions and also the Saudi reductions 
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mentioned yesterday.  This week is the annual 

CERAweek in Houston, which is an annual 

gathering of some of the bigger names in the oil 

industry.  Many OPEC officials are here in the US, 

though it is clear the vibe around OPEC has 

changed.  This picture showed the current OPEC 

Secretary General at his session during the event, 

but the room this year is only half full at best.  In 

prior years I’m told this room would have been 

packed full to see what the OPEC head was 

thinking.  I think this is an interesting picture to 

show just how disruptive US shale oil production 

has been to global oil markets.  On tap today we 

get the EIA’s STEO which will update on 

production figures and forecasts.   

 

Today’s Calendar (all times Central) 

• CPI – 7:30am 

• EIA Short Term Energy Outlook – 11:00am 

• 10yr Auction Results – 12:00pm 

 

Thanks for reading. 

 

David Zelinski 

dzelinski@nesvick.com 

901-766-4684 

Trillian IM: dzelinski@nesvick.com 

Bloomberg IB: dzelinski2@bloomberg.net 

 

DISCLAIMER: 

This communication is a solicitation for entering into derivatives transactions.  It is for clients, affiliates, and 

associates of Nesvick Trading Group, LLC only. The information contained herein has been taken from trade and 

statistical services and other sources we believe are reliable. Opinions expressed reflect judgments at this date 

and are subject to change without notice. These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints of the 

author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or trading strategies of Nesvick Trading Group LLC and its 

subsidiaries. Nesvick Trading Group, LLC does not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it 

should not be relied upon as such.  

  

Officers, employees, and affiliates of Nesvick Trading Group, LLC may or may not, from time to time, have long 

or short positions in, and buy or sell, the securities and derivatives (for their own account or others), if any, 

referred to in this commentary. 

  

There is risk of loss in trading futures and options and it is not suitable for all investors. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT 

NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RETURNS.   Nesvick Trading Group LLC is not responsible for any 
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redistribution of this material by third parties or any trading decision taken by persons not intended to view this 

material.  


